
Most coaches will recognize numerous athletes in each of the above statements. The reason is
simple: it’s normal! We all have areas for improvement in how we think about training.

Consistency. Prioritization. Execution. Belief. Concentration. Engagement. Discipline.
Responsibility. Confidence. Expectations.

These are mental abilities, not physical. Yet these are what ultimately determine the quality of
our training. Or as I prefer to say it: athletes who think better, train better.

Some athletes get it. They do everything right. But most don't, and they often don't realize why.
When they improve their mental frameworks, training (and coaching) just gets easier. 

I wrote Make the Leap and its companion Think Better Workbook and Coach's Guide to help
coaches like you solve this problem and to help your athletes think better about training.

Bryan

"This book is speaking directly to me." - NCAA D1 runner

Hi Coach,

I have a short quiz for you. Don't worry. Only you will see the results. ;) 

don't appreciate the value of consistency?

prioritize what's easy over what's essential?

Do you have athletes who... 

sabotage their training without knowing it?

don't think about the sport outside practice?

don't own successes or failures?

just don't have their lives in order?

constantly cut corners in training?

always race recklessly or conservatively?

believe they lack enough talent? 

set poor goals or none at all? 

So...how many boxes did you check?

Learn more: maketheleapbook.com/teams 

“Make the Leap is a pathway book. A mental running clinic in
book form, it allows an individualized approach for each
person that reads it. It's a book I will read over and over again.”
- Ken Reeves, 1999 and 2000 National Coach of the Year, 
11-time California State Cross Country Champion as 
Coach at Nordhoff High School



Take responsibility 

Improve self-efficacy

When your athletes build a stronger Optimal Training Pyramid, they: 

See all the details and order your books at maketheleapbook.com/teams 

"A must read book...a literal how-to of goals, attitude, and mindset to make 

better runners." - Martin Dugard, 3x CA State XC Champion Coach 

Improve concentration

Set meaningful goals 

Here's Why It Works:
Zero conflict with your training program. My book
and workbook won't challenge how you coach. They
will challenge your athletes to be more coachable. 
Flexible approach. Read it cover to cover or choose
chapters to focus on. Read it in the summer, at camp,
or as a mid-season refresher. 
Parents love it. Athletes typically improve in all areas,
including the classroom and extracurricular activities. 
Personal connection. Have me speak to your team or
email me questions...connecting with the author
reinforces the message and creates stronger results.

Choose the package that's right for you, or contact me for a custom quote! 

Digital Package*
- digital books (ePub, pdf)
- print workbooks 
- coach's sets w/guide 
- free shipping & future
discounts 
- Plus: 30-min team call!

Paperback Package*
- print copies of book
 & workbook
- coach's sets w/guide
- free shipping & future
discounts
- Plus: 30-min team call!

*Add-ons available. Details available online. 

70% off! 50% off!

Attitude

Effort

Training
methods

Emphasize recovery & routines

Prioritize better Practice purposefully

Engage moreValue consistency more

Read a preview!
Visit the link below and you

can read the first 4 chapters

for FREE. These cover:

- Leap Cycles 

- Momentum Model 

- Optimal Training Pyramid 

- Hidden Training Program 

- and...getting the most out of

your coach! 

Get organized


